Potential myogenic stem cell populations: sources, plasticity, and application for cardiac repair.
The ability of unspecialized stem cells to differentiate into mature, specialized cell types has made them attractive as potential agents for enhanced tissue repair and regenerative medicine. This is especially true of diseases and disorders for which no or only partially effective treatments are currently available. Recently, increased focus has been placed on the regenerative potential of satellite cells (myogenic precursor cells found in the adult skeletal muscle) in various muscular disorders, such as dystrophy and myocardial injury following ischemia. Animal studies and clinical trials are in progress using satellite cells as cellular candidates; however, this early rollout in the clinical setting has deflected attention from the potential of other less specialized, but potentially more maliable, stem cell sources. Published data is still lacking on the best methods for identification, isolation, and further expansion or nuclear manipulation of these cells in vitro. Also, although differentiation capacity has been proven in terms of protein expression patterns characteristic of myogenesis, proof of contractile and energetic compatibility between graft and host is more difficult to establish. In this regard, although future animal model studies will be invaluable, they must be designed with short- and long-term functional outcomes in mind. This review moves beyond initial excitement regarding the acknowledged potential of cell therapy and provides a realistic exposition of the themes and specific issues that should be considered in current experimental research study designs.